Xtra Sticky

Adhesive Floor Mat

Make sure your business really STICKS to a
floor safety program!
Our XSMB Mat is an industry standard absorbent mat featuring with a sticky
backing helps to keep this matting in place, but also allows for easy removal
or replacement when no longer needed.

Highly Absorbent
Great absorbency combined with high durability. It’s also fast drying and easy
to clean. The XSMB mats absorb oil, water and solvents at the same time.

Stays Where You Place it!
Our adhesive backing holds the mat where you place it!
The XSMB mat will stay put when applied to a clean surface.

Absorbent top layer
soaks up dirt and
grime

Xtra Tough
Being heavy weight, it withstands both foot traffic and forklift
traffic without shifting, rippling or bunching.

Goes anywhere you need it!
Its easy cut and apply so it fits into all types and shapes
and work surfaces. From Industrial/Manufacturing, Machine
Shops, Construction and Auto Repair, to Food Service,
Grocery, Restaurants, Car Dealerships, Entryways and
more, the applications are endless!

Adhesive backing
keeps mat in place

Adhesive Backed Matting
Adhesive backing helps keep matting in place.

Part #

Roll Size

Absorbency (gal)

Weight (lbs)

Rolls/Pallet

XSMB3650

MSRP

36” x 50’

12.5

12

30

$162

XSMB36100

36” x 100’

25

24

20

$271

XSMB1850

18” x 50’

6.25

6

60

$85

XSMB18100

18” x 100’

12.5

12

40

$155

Xtra Sticky

INDUSTRIAL

RETAIL/EDUCATION

FOODSERVICE

Adhesive Floor Mat

Perfect for any Facility

Dries fast! Even in areas where water can
drip or accumulate

Stays put even when wet!

Perfect for entry ways, especially in wet
weather

Helps prevent slipping and falling near
restroom sinks and drinking fountains

Protect flooring by keeping debris from
tracking into new construction and open
houses

Replace costly rental mat services with an
inexpensive and disposable option

Keep your work space clean! Absorb oil, waterbased liquids, paints and solvents where they are
used before you track through your facility

Stays in place anywhere: warehouses, plant
floors with heavy forklift, pallet jack, and foot
traffic

Use in aisleways to avoid employee slips,
trips, and falls
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